TESTIMONIALS FROM DR. UGWONALI’S
PATIENTS

Audrey S.
Testimonial: Dr. Ugwonali walks on water! I’ve broken my right elbow twice within the past three
years…Dr. Ugwonali performed both surgeries and on both occasions I healed quickly and regained the
full use of my arm. I think he’s a gifted, careful professional.

Velma S.
Testimonial: Dr. Ugwonali exuded kindness & competence that made it easy to select him as my
surgeon. He gave me a lot of detail on the procedure so I could have complete understanding of the
process. The follow up care was easy and with recommended rehab I feel I have recovered completely.
My life is full again with no pain and full range of motion with my hand.

Sonja L.
Testimonial: I was very scared of this whole surgery and it was for both of my hands. He told me I had
nothing to worry about. I had my first surgery Sept 2015 and I couldn't wait until the next one. Now that
both hands have been relieved of all that pain, I can actually have a good night sleep. Things don't fall
out of my hands. As a person he is very cheerful and compassionate person. Your problem is his
problem and he will make sure he does everything he can to fix it. Thank you, Dr. Obi Ugwonali

Pete T.
Testimonial: When I first found out I needed surgery, I was terrified. Dr. Ugwonali helped me to ease
those fears through his care and unmatched "bedside manner." He genuinely cares about his patients
and is a testament to ALL doctors in his field.

Kellie R.
Testimonial: When I came to him the 1st time I was in horrible pain with both hands-carpal tunnel had
been destroying me, especially at night. After sitting down together we came to a game plan. Shots and
surgery- left Nov. 2013 then right Dec. 2014, because I was in nursing school we worked around my
schedule. Now I'm great, pain in left is gone and right is going away. Best decision. Best Surgeon!

Tia W.

Testimonial: It was a joy. Before my pain was excruciating, now gone. I could not even sleep. Now I
can sleep and do a lot more of the things that I like and just to work with no pain and tingling. He is an
excellent, well-educated doctor. Very professional. The first time I met Dr. Ugwonali, he automatically
knew my condition. I thank God for his abilities.

Mercedes M.
Testimonial: Dr. Ugwonali took extremely good care of me before and after surgery from my first visit
to my follow ups after the surgery. I had not been able to sleep for almost 2 years in my bed and now
I'm able to sleep in my bed. He corrected 2 previous surgeries that had not helped my problems.
The entire staff @ Peachtree Orthopedics is amazing from the front desk to nurses to doctors @ surgical
place.

Robbie M.
Testimonial: I play professional golf across the country. Contrary to popular belief, golf puts a ton of
strain on your body. I went to two highly respected doctors in Atlanta before seeing Dr. Obi Ugwonali
and was a medical mystery until I came to POC. Within 3 visits, Dr. Obi not only made me feel like he
cared about a speedy recovery, but found the source of my problem!! i couldn't be happier with my
results and now it's time to get back to playing golf.

Rowland C.
Testimonial: I had to have rotator cuff surgery on my right shoulder. I was told that full recovery
would take anywhere from six months to a year. From the time I woke from the surgery to today,
approximately three years later, I have had NO pain from that surgery!!! I realize that each case is
different but for me the surgery was a tremendous success.

Kerry T.
Testimonial: Dr. Ugwonali was wonderful in correcting some missed carpal tunnel issues another
physician missed. He took the time to ensure proper testing was performed to confirm my diagnosis.
Eleven days passed and I felt 100% better and thank Dr. Ugwonali and his staff for making this possible. I
will be referring family and friends to him.

Josephine D.
Testimonial: He knew immediately all about my ailment-all the pros and cons. He took over and told
me what was coming and how he would correct my problem. I broke several fingers on left hand. I
experienced no pain through my two surgeries whatsoever. I took only six pain pills after each surgery-not because I had pain but because I did not want to chance it. He has a pleasing personality, also. He is
#1 in my book.

Eugene D.

Testimonial: I found Dr. Ugwonali to be a remarkable surgeon. He is very approachable, friendly, and
personable. He listens to you about your concerns and then recommends the best treatment for you
before jumping to conclusions. My surgery went extremely well with a rapid recovery period and no
complications. The post op care treatment including therapy was excellent.

Jacqueline D.
Testimonial: "This is the kind of doctor that was born to be a doctor. His caring, understanding ways
make you feel like you're his only patient. He takes pride in all he does. He informs, teaches & explains
everything to you. Dr. U and his nurses were made to be in this field. Should I ever need an Orth doctor,
I will travel 100 miles just to have Dr. U take care of me."

Barbara C.
Testimonial: "Dr. O was sincerely concerned about my fracture and the level of pain I was having. He
scheduled my surgery quickly. He kept a close eye on my healing process and took every effort to make
suggestions on how to keep swelling down, how to keep pain level low. Upon getting my cast removed,
I was so pleased with the lack of scarring that was present. Dr. O has done a remarkable job for me. I
would use him again and will recommend him to others for exceptional care."

James C.
Testimonial: "I was in a serious work accident with multiple injuries. I was left with an almost useless
left arm. Through several surgeries and procedures and after prosthesis, I can use my arm with
confidence and owe Dr. Ugwonali a lot more than what i can say. I look forward to therapy and moving
forward."

Leslie T.
Testimonial: "Dr. Obi is the best doctor in the world! He explains everything to you and is very
thorough! I am so glad that I was his patient and if I were to ever have any more problems, I know
exactly who to call! Thanks!"

Joann H.
Testimonial: "I have hurt for so long, if I had only known that surgery would help, I would have had
surgery a long time ago. But I had heard so many bad things. But I am glad I did the surgery. Plus, I
heard Dr. Ugwonali was the best!!"

Reggie R.
Testimonial: "He did surgery on both thumbs and the results were amazing. After surgery both
thumbs feel unbelievable. They feel and work better than before I ever needed surgery. I have had an
extremely successful procedure from the surgery itself and the wonderful care by all people
afterwards."

Wilson B.
Testimonial: Dr. Ugwonali performed surgery on my elbow for a radial head fracture. He inserted two
titanium screws. Less than 8 weeks later my elbow is completely pain free and I have returned to all
normal activities, including lifting weights and throwing the football. I thank Dr. Ugwonali for his
expertise and impeccable work on my elbow. He made the process as easy and comfortable as possible.

Lasonja H.
Testimonial: I was experiencing severe pain in my right hand and Dr. Ugwonali came highly
recommended. He provided specific treatments based on my symptoms, which have now resolved and I
am able to complete my activities of daily living with no difficulty.

